
Your contract logistics partner  
           in the region Northern Germany



There are eight DB Schenker contract logistics locations in Hanover and Hamburg. In total, more than 100 
offices form part of Schenker Deutschland AG covering land transport, air/ocean freight, contract logistics/SCM 
as well as trade fair/special transports.

For more information
click on the  

info buttons  (i)

DB Schenker in the Hanover and Hamburg region
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Location features and specific expertise:

   Production supply

   SLC scopes

   Empty container handling

   Material supply during operations

   Purchased parts warehouse

   Provision of empties

   Material provision

External supply center, Hanover

DB Schenker in the Hanover and Hamburg region

Location data and key figures:

   Employees 180

   Total area 27,000 m²

   Industry Automotive production supply

Certifications: 

   DIN EN ISO 9001

   VDA 6.1/VDA 6.2

   DIN EN ISO 14001

In May 2003, DB Schenker commissioned an external supply center 
(EVZ) for Volkswagen commercial vehicles (VWN) in Hanover-Stöcken.

A unique solution was used to adjust the EVZ to the customer’s 
requirements. A 360-meter-long logistics bridge directly connects the 
EVZ to the VWN assembly lines. Electric cars commute across this bridge 
up to 800 times a day and supply the commercial vehicle production on 
numerous trips.
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Location features and specific expertise:

   Vehicle-specific pre-assembly of modules

   Optimized processes in the supply chain

   Direct assembly line delivery by means of bridge concept

   Transportation, loading and unloading regardless of  
weather conditions

   Intermodal transport link (road/rail/water)

Just-in-sequence suppliers’ park Hanover

DB Schenker in the Hanover and Hamburg region

Location data and key figures:

   Employees 130

   Total area 17,000 m²

   Industry Automotive production supply

Certifications: 

   DIN EN ISO 9001

   VDA 6.1/VDA 6.2

   DIN EN ISO 14001

   OHSAS 18001

In the suppliers’ park, DB Schenker receives and stores modules from 
the suppliers of the adjacent Volkswagen commercial vehicles (VWN) 
automobile manufacturer plant and performs production-related value-
added services for them. Material delivery then takes place just-in-
sequence to the assembly line. In order to achieve the strict production 
time frames while simultaneously keeping the inventory costs to a 
minimum, DB Schenker uses the latest storage and picking technologies.  
A Warehouse Management System ensures customized production supply.
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Location features and specific expertise:

   Customer-specific value-added services

   Prompt project implementation

   Component and product assembly (build to order)

   Clean room solutions and ESD protection

   Certified industry standards

   Customs clearance

   Supplier management

Shared Logistics Center Hildesheim

DB Schenker in the Hanover and Hamburg region

Location data and key figures:

   Employees 60

   Total area 22,500 m²

   Industry Industrial/Electronics/Automotive

Certifications: 

   DIN EN ISO 9001

   VDA 6.1/VDA 6.2/VDA 6.3

   DIN EN ISO 14001

   OHSAS 18001

In addition to professional contract logistics services along the supply 
chain, DB Schenker in Hildesheim offers customized value-added services 
that are tailored precisely to the customer‘s products and processes.

Pooling human and spatial resources in the Shared Logistics Center and 
the resulting synergies enable customer logistics costs to be lowered 
demonstrably as well as making the value-added chains considerably more 
efficient and more economically viable.
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Location features and specific expertise:

   Automated shelving systems

   Plant security

   Bridge connection to the customer’s assembly areas

   Loading and unloading regardless of weather conditions

Salzgitter Service Center

DB Schenker in the Hanover and Hamburg region

Location data and key figures:

   Employees 160

   Total area 21,000 m²

   Industry Automotive

Certifications: 

   DIN EN ISO 9001

   VDA 6.2

   DIN EN ISO 14001

   OHSAS 18001

In 2012, the automobile manufacturer Volkswagen set up a new Service 
Center (DLZ) on the factory premises from which engine assembly is 
supplied directly by means of a logistics bridge.

In the Service Center, DB Schenker receives and stores supplier’s parts 
and performs production-related value-added services. Material delivery 
then takes place just-in-time to the assembly line.
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Location features and specific expertise:

   SAP-based and KPI-led processes

   Fire alarm systems

   Plant security and CCTV surveillance

Hamburg Service Center

DB Schenker in the Hanover and Hamburg region

Location data and key figures:

   Employees 10

   Total area 2,760 m²

   Industry Industrial/Electronics

Certifications: 

   DIN EN ISO 9001

   OHSAS 18001

Since 2003, DB Schenker has been operating in Hamburg as a logistics 
provider for Siemens AG in the areas of switch manufacture and traffic 
technology and is responsible for the complete warehouse processing.

The proximity guarantees close collaboration for supplying the three 
production lines and for the repair demands and flexible customer 
sequence control is available at all times.
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Location features and specific expertise:

   Fully automated storage systems

   High safety standards including physical controls

   Co-packing

   Display assembly

   Customs clearance

   Innovative picking strategies

   LAS – Logistics Assistant System

Shared Logistics Center Bad Fallingbostel

DB Schenker in the Hanover and Hamburg region

Location data and key figures:

   Employees 170

   Total area 20,300 m²

   Industry Food logistics

Certifications: 

   DIN EN ISO 9001

   DIN EN ISO 14001

   OHSAS 18001 

   TAPA-C

With the Shared Logistics Center in Bad Fallingbostel, DB Schenker 
has created a location with years of experience in food logistics. Close 
involvement in the customer production makes it possible for DB Schenker 
to achieve optimum integration in the production processes.

Co-packing is a potential part of these production processes. This involves 
assembling packaging, ranging from boxes to the display, which are filled 
with the customer‘s goods and then sent throughout Europe.
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Location features and specific expertise:

   Supplying spare parts, maintenance and service

   Rush jobs

   Packaging sheet-metal parts

Spare-parts logistics Hodenhagen

DB Schenker in the Hanover and Hamburg region

Location data and key figures:

   Employees 20

   Total area 20,000 m²

   Industry Automotive spare-parts logistics

Certifications: 

   OHSAS 18001 

In 2017, DB Schenker commissioned a Regional Distribution Center 
(RDC) at the Hodenhagen location for BMW AG.

Thanks to the RDC, the time-sensitive supply of BMW dealers and 
branches in Northern Germany with passenger car and motorbike parts, 
accessories and merchandising and lifestyle items is always ensured with 
the highest priority and efficiency.
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Location features and specific expertise:

   Customer-specific IT system

   Stringent safety regulations as per air safety standards

   National & international load shipping

Langenhagen spare-parts logistics

DB Schenker in the Hanover and Hamburg region

Location data and key figures:

   Employees 11

   Total area 4,800 m²

   Industry Aerospace

Certifications: 

   DIN EN ISO 9001

   DIN EN ISO 14001

   DIN EN 9120

   OHSAS 18001

Since 2014, DB Schenker has provided the ideal framework in 
Langenhagen for a discerning customer from the aerospace sector who 
wants to optimize the logistics processes with respect to warehouse, 
distribution and dispatch.

The proximity of the Wunstorf airport means that spare parts in the form 
of small parts, modules and technical equipment are provided to the 
customer within 2 hours.
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Additional modes of transport

In addition to contract logistics, as an integrated service provider 
DB Schenker also offers transport services in the areas of land 
transport, ocean freight, air freight as well as trade fairs and 
special transports.

Additional information about our product portfolio is available on 
our homepage:

 https://www.dbschenker.com/de-de/produkte
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Our expertise 
     in contract logistics

IT expertise and lean processes  —  
Your strong partner for intelligent  
system solutions

With tried-and-tested solutions and customized 
technologies, we optimize our customers’ logistics 
processes. Our extensive experience and our wide 
portfolio of value-added services meet our customers’ 
industry-specific needs.

   Industry-specific expertise

   Extensive experience with networked logistics  
IT in the SAP environment

   Our processes: lean and standardized

   Our IT solutions: can be deployed and  
adapted flexibly
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Top quality and continuous improvement  —  
satisfied customers

With our “Xsite” production system we embed lean 
principles firmly in our company. In this respect, the 
focus is clearly on constantly training our employees and 
continuously improving. This allows us to achieve  
quality, sustainability, first-class service and significant 
competitive advantages for our customers.

   Standardized development process of contract  
logistics projects (CLDM)

   Professional shop-floor management

   Guaranteed quality and service levels with 5S,  
Kaizen and Six Sigma

   Ongoing initial and advanced training for our 
employees

   Sustainable Eco Solutions logistics real estate  
and equipment

Our expertise 
     in contract logistics
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Agility, flexibility and  
innovation

We constantly look for new technologies and trends 
to further develop our product portfolio. The added 
value for our customers always takes center stage in 
this respect. For us that means flexibly adapting to 
our customers’ requirements and responding rapidly 
to new market conditions.

   Flexible response to quantity fluctuations with 
a Shared Logistics Center approach

   Close cooperation with Fraunhofer LAB and 
access to global innovation pool

   Pilot projects together with our customers

   Thinking ahead for our customer’s benefit

   Integrated range of services and international 
presence

   Reliable & proactive partner for our customers

Our expertise 
     in contract logistics
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Automotive

DB Schenker offers you integrated project management and 
transportation concepts along your value chain.

The wide range of variants, high technical 
standards and globally distributed 
production facilities mean supply chains 
are becoming increasingly complex. 
Supply reliability, service quality and 
sustain ability are taking on an ever more 
important role with customers.

DB Schenker is a leading global logistics 
provider for OEMs and suppliers. More 
than 30 years of experience in the 
automotive sector and our committed 
teams of experts make us a strong partner 
to maximize value creation within these 
complex and global supply chains.

Continuous improvement and optimi-
za tion form the bedrock of our success. 
The issue “green logistics” and the 

optimization of energy efficiency with all 
opera tional and commercial activities also 
plays an important role.

   We demand a great deal of the 
supply service:

   100 % security of supply principle

   Standardized processes for fault-free 
vehicles

   Life with CIPs: continuous 
improvement processes by means of 
innovation and control cycles

   Digitized world: powerful IT and 
maximum flexibility to accompany 
changing customer wishes and faster 
product life cycles
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Automotive

Our solutions for the  
automotive industry:

      Procurement logistics

   Production supply (JIS/JIT/cross dock)

   Vendor managed inventory

   In-house logistics/line feeding

   SKD/CKD/part-by-part international plant supply

   Spare-part logistics
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Automotive

Our value-added services:

   Picking and sequencing

   Shopping cart/set formation

   Module assemblies

   Modular dismantling of vehicles

   Packaging services

   Packaging and rack development

   Reusable container management including 
cleaning and repairs

   Quality checks and component checks

   Disposal service for substandard parts

   Shuttle transports and transport services

   Time window management

   Customs services
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Industrial & Electronics

DB Schenker offers logistics solutions for the high-tech/ 
electronics industry and industrial enterprises.

Due to the growing segmentation of 
markets and increasing product diversity, 
DB Schenker opts for full integration of 
processes and information in contract 
logistics for manufacturers of industrial 
goods.

As a service provider with many years 
of expertise in the industry, we provide 
our customers with a portfolio of 
services especially tailored to production 
management, using modern IT solutions 
as a foundation.
From procurement logistics through to 
aftersales service  —  our experts offer a 
reliable supply chain with the following 
portfolio:

   Efficient industrial processes

   Highly flexible work time models

   Variable cost structures

   Packaging and assembly services

   Modern finished product and spare-
part logistics

   Automotive-tested production 
supply

   Modular, tried-and-tested SAP® WMS 
system
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Industrial & Electronics

Our solutions for  
Industrial & Electronics:

   Procurement logistics

   Production supply (JIT, JIS, cross dock)

   In-house logistics/line feeding

   Distribution logistics

   SKD/CKD/part-by-part

   Vendor managed inventory

   Spare-part logistics

   Reverse logistics

   Tool logistics

   Parcel services

   Lead logistics provider
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Industrial & Electronics

Our value-added  
services:

   Kit/set formation

   Labeling

   Quality checks and component 
checks

   Repair services

   Serial number management

   First article inspection

   Engravings and etchings

   All-round service for personal 
protective equipment

   Returns management

   Control tower

   Packaging services

   Packaging development

   Disposal service for substandard 
parts

   Shuttle transports and transport 
services

   Time window management

   Customs services
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Consumer

DB Schenker has extensive experience of  
developing integrated logistics services for the  
consumer goods industry.

Whether consolidation of individual 
procurement flows or bundled supply of 
production facilities  —  DB Schenker is 
your logistics partner. We also assume 
responsibility for production disposal, 
the storage of finished products and the 
complete distribution logistics through 
to the point of sale in over-the-counter 
as well as online retailing (e-commerce, 
marketplaces).
Tailor-made, flexible solutions taking 
into account seasonal fluctuations are 
equally decisive as the joint continuous 
improvement of services.

   “Future-proof” supply chains 
to guarantee optimum goods 
availability (never out-of-stock)

   Knowledge of the relevant mega 
trends, drivers, influencing factors 
and challenges for the consumer 
goods industry of the future

   Transparent processes

   Standardization

   Thinking in scenarios
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Consumer

Our solutions for the consumer  
goods industry:

   Procurement logistics

   Production supply (JIT, cross dock)

   Distribution logistics

   Vendor managed inventory

   Spare-part logistics

   Reverse logistics

   E-commerce

   Parcel services

   Lead logistics provider
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Consumer

Our value-added services:

   Co-packing including display building

   Kit/set formation

   Labeling

   Quality checks and component checks

   Repair services

   First article inspection

   Inventory management

   Returns management

   Packaging services

   Packaging development

   Disposal service for substandard parts

   Shuttle transports and transport services

   Time window management

   Customs services
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E-commerce

DB Schenker provides e-commerce with speed, quality and 
flexibility  —  with integrated solutions and innovations.

The greatest success driver for online retailing is 
the shopping experience for the customer. Here, 
logistics has become the key competitive factor over 
the past few years. Regardless of whether it is same-
day delivery, gift packaging or customizing, the aim 
is to find and implement the right solution. With its 
global network, DB Schenker offers its customers a 
fully integrated all-inclusive package  —  from ocean 
freight through contract logistics, to the last mile.  
So every customer has the right solution.

Thanks to extensive industry expertise, we know the 
needs and challenges which the market places on 
our customers and, in turn, on us too. DB Schenker 
deploys innovative, flexible solutions along the 
entire supply chain. One example of forward-looking 
intralogistics is the use of CarryPick. In addition, we 
also help tap into international markets through our 
global presence in some 2,000 locations.
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E-commerce

   Support when setting up an e-commerce 
strategy for retailers by our experts 
(omnichannel)

   Integrated SCM solution (procurement, 
warehousing, distribution, returns management 
and internationalization)

   Value-added services from simple quality 
control through to repair of technical devices

   Easier access through cooperation with 
marketplaces, e. g. Cainiao.com, JD.com and 
Kaola.com

   Customs concept for returns from Switzerland

Our services:DB Schenker provides e-commerce with speed, quality and 
flexibility  —  with integrated solutions and innovations.
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Value-added services: 
              Co-packing und CPM

The customer-specific co-packing area provides an 
excellent opportunity to have goods constructed as 
needed by DB Schenker to then have these displayed 
representatively at the end customer. DB Schenker 
is able to construct displays for any type of product 
and draws on many years of experience when doing 
so. Customer-specific co-packing can be installed at 
every location.

   Bad Fallingbostel and Hildesheim best practice

   Additional storage of packaging units

   Packaging development

   Display assembly

   Special promotion items

   Flexible design of production lines

   Efficient waste management

Co-packing
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Central Pallet Management provides tried-and-
tested solutions that are customized for the 
customer and efficient. The range of services 
extends from invoice control, providing a Pallet 
Management System, training courses, organization 
and evaluation of stock-taking using IT interface 
support to consultation on any topic related to 
pallets. 

   Reporting

   Consulting regarding costs and  
process mapping

   Administrative support

   Second level support

   Process optimization

   Processing error logs

   Master data maintenance

   Compliance with quality standards

   Annual stock-taking and financial  
statements

Central Pallet Management

Value-added services: 
              Co-packing und CPM
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Jens Hauk
Head of Sales Business Development

jens.hauk@dbschenker.com

T:  +49 511 2797-1113

M: +49 151 14631240

André König
Business Development Manager

andre.koenig@dbschenker.com

T:  +49 511 2797-1111

M: +49 160 7174881

Sara Demme
Business Development Manager

sara.demme@dbschenker.com

T:  +49 511 2797-1118

M: +49 152 37531894

Your personal contact
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The right solution for all your needs!

If you have any further questions, please contact 
your local DB Schenker advisor:

 www.dbschenker.com/de/kontakt

Our customer newsletter is a quick and easy 
way of finding out about current topics and 
developments relating to DB Schenker and our 
individual product areas and includes current 
information from the world of transport and 
logistics. Subscribe now!

 www.dbschenker.com/de/newsletter

Have your say  —  exciting articles about logistics 
and interesting insights from the areas of 
innovation, digitization and much more can be 
found in our logistics blog:

 logistik-aktuell.com

Stay informed!

Publishing details

Schenker Deutschland AG 
Zentrale Frankfurt a. M.  

Marketing & Unternehmens- 
kommunikation 

Langer Kornweg 34 E 
65451 Kelsterbach 

Deutschland

www.dbschenker.com/de 
logistik-aktuell.com

All rights reserved | Information not under guarantee
Last modified in January 2018
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